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Part of the Martin’s advert that appeared in ‘FIRE’ in 1926. The trailer
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An Unbelievable Chain Of Events
We have all heard or even used the sayings ‘if something sounds too
good to be true it usually is’ or ‘never judge a book by its cover’ …
FHN readers, please read the following emails which are reproduced
exactly as received by myself at the Essex Fire Museum very recently
(Jan 2019) … as I said, EXCACTLY !
Hi my name is Colin King retired London fireman I have a collection of
over 700 British Isles fire brigade cap badges and buttons dating from
1948 to the present day plus a board of airport and works fire brigades
and a board of pre-war badges and buttons and one board of overseas to
loan on long term to possible donating them if you are interested let me
know if you are interested Regards Colin
My response : Hi Colin
Always good to hear from a retired member of ‘the family’ ! … I trust
that you are keeping well and enjoying the lovely pension! It is very
kind of you to offer the Essex Fire Museum that superb collection of
badges and buttons on a loan basis. We will need to complete an
‘Object Entry Form’ which will detail every single item and display
board a unique number. This will be done as soon as possible after we
acquire the collection then the forms will be sent to you for signing off
as required. What area do you live in as we do of course need to
arrange a convenient collection date. Roger P
Colin’s response : Thanks if you like a holiday I live in Gozo Malta if
not I will sort out a way of getting it to you
My response : Hi Colin Gozo … lovely place, holidayed there a couple of times many moons ago ! Could be an issue getting the collection

here so will need to have some thought/discussion on this.
Best regards Roger P.
Colin’s response : Hi Roger You wont believe this after I read your
message I contacted Trotters Independent Traders yes that’s what I said
and spoke to a old cockney lad and he said he had half a pallet leaving
for the UK tomorrow if I got there by 5 o clock he would take it to their
hub in Purfleet Essex for free the badges will be in Purfleet Wed or Fri
his contact number is <<<<< He needs a contact number from you so
he can let you know when he is arriving he said he would like you to
meet him on the day so none get lost or damaged I will send you the
address in the next email
Regards Colin
My Response : Indeed I do find it hard to believe Colin ! … Trotters
and a ‘cockney lad’ ! I will call this chap to see what the details are.
Thank you again. Roger P.
Colin’s response : Was you in the job
I replies saying that I had been at Grays since November 1976 etc etc
He responded : I did 37 years in London operational 7 years in
Protective Equipment Group and when I got to Gozo 6 years with the
Emergency Response and Rescue Corps ambulance/fire EMT till I had
AF so hung my boots up I started in Feb 74 so did my bit for Queen
and country I also put a load of encapsulations about all the badges
from 1948 till about 1965.
I responded: Very interesting Colin….I will give the chap in Purfleet a
call now
I then call the ‘old cockney guy’ who said that he would call me once
the shipment had arrived

Now as you can imagine I remained extremely sceptical about the hard
to believe emails and alleged ‘offer’ and from the off, thought that this
was one of those good ole fire brigade wheezes created by my lovely
watches here at W50 Grays
However …. I have now picked this amazing collection from the depot
in Purfleet and am absolutely gobsmacked at what has been a quite
unbelievable chain of events …. Remember, if something sounds too
good to be true then it quite possibly isn’t !
See below the EFMs priceless addition …. Thank you
PS : This kind chap has also sent me photos of 35 brass fire helmets
which he said ‘I can have one day …

Roger Pickett

Essex Fire Museum

Glasgow Salvage Corp 10 Year Service Medal
The un-issued medal made in Birmingham in
1926 has recently been donated to the Scottish
Fire Heritage Group.
As you know, I am extremely interested in
anything relating to the history of the Glasgow
Fire Brigade/Service and Glasgow Salvage
Corps.
The Annual General Meeting of the Aye Ready
Club. has been held recently. The Aye Ready
Club was formed in 1962 following the
Cheapside Street Whisky Bond Disaster, by
retired members of the Glasgow Fire Service
and Glasgow Salvage Corps, and glad to say
the Club is still going strong. I took the medal
along to show our retired Glasgow Salvage
Corps members and they were most interested
to see a ' Ten Years Service ' medal as they
were only aware of a long service award being
made after twenty years! Needless to say, quite
a debate followed!
Bob Wright Scottish Fire Heritage Group

The Vivien Fire Engine Trust
The Trust have been awarded the Freedom of the Town of Wisbech.
There will be a full report in the September issue.

The Network A.G.M 2019
The AGM. will be hosted by Norfolk Fire Museum between the 18th
and 20th October. Full details will follow.

H
Something different!
The Chelmsford Chronicle published on Friday 13 October 1893 carried
an interesting article for fire brigade historians but one doubts how many
people living either in Chelmsford or the surrounding villages!
The article ran as follows: 'Last year Messrs. Merryweather and Sons
of London, built a powerful fixed steam fire engine to the order of the
Khedive for the palace at Cairo, and lately supplied a 'London Brigade'
manual fire engine, fire escape, hose cart and equipments for His
Highness's private fire brigade on the Cairo Estate. A third order has
now been handed the firm for a 350 gallon per minute 'Metropolitan'
fixed steam fire engine for the Viceroy's palace, Montaza, Ramlet.
Apart from showing that the Khedive was extremely wealthy and had
quite a few palaces were there any other details to hand? The Khedive
in question was Abbas 11 Hilmi Bey who reigned until war was
declared in 1914. Hilmi Bey was actually Khedive of Egypt and Sudan
and was responsible for the orders to Merryweathers, he was known to
Lord Kitchener and British Royalty, he was innovative but closely
aligned to Turkey and the Central Powers which led to losing his title.
In fact he did not formally abdicate until 1931 His palaces were to be
found throughout Egypt. Whilst not easily confirmed it is probable that
the Cairo palace was in Abdin, to be found in the capital's centre, whilst
the estate was in Koubbeh which was not only a palace, garden, area of
housing but a model village. The fire station was housed with the
barracks attached to the palace but the brigade's attendance area
included the houses, farms and villages. Montaza is within modern day
Alexandria where for a small fee the gardens etc can be visited, although
whether the Merryweather pump is still in situ can not be confirmed. A
later article in another publication discloses that Mr J Merryweather
visited Cairo in 1894 where not only did he inspect the brigade and
equipment but saw a turnout, the electric bells in the fire station calling
the crew together followed by the private fire brigade undertaking a drill.
The Presidential Palace Museum in Khartoum, Sudan, has a couple of
old large wheeled chemical extinguishers guarding the museum's
entrance but these are from the period following the Khedive's demise.
It was duriing the inspection visit of Mr Merryweather he was
photographed with the brigade and manual engine.

Mr. J. Merryweather on the
left

Nigel Crompton, MA(British History-First World War Studies)

Museum of Fire Edinburgh From the basement
Museum Volunteers had to empty the basement at the Museum of
Fire in December 2016 after the former Headquarters of Lothian and
Borders Fire and Rescue Service at Lauriston Place, Edinburgh was
sold.
Two large valves about 12 inches
tall to the top of the outlet, with
two and a half inch V-thread
outlets were among hundreds of
items from the basement put in
storage.
We asked many people what
these valves could be.
No one knew. Then Dennis Scott, (Aberdeen Fire Brigade Historian)
pointed us in the direction of Plate 6, Figure 1 in the book, “On the
Construction of Fire-Engines and Apparatus” written in 1830 by James
Braidwood, Master of Fire-Engines, Edinburgh.

K

The drawing shows a FIRE
COCK (K) (Hydrant) attached to the WATER MAIN
(B).

B
This book also contains an 1830 inventory of Edinburgh Fire-Engine
Establishment which lists the number and size of fire-cocks and notes
that Braidwood kept “Two spare fire-cocks for repairs.”

It may be that since 1830, repairs have not been required !
Further searching discovered a two and half inch Vthread Distributor (standpipe) which fits the fire
cocks. Originally used to connect to hose with Vthread couplings this standpipe was later used to
connect to hose with instantaneous couplings as it is
fitted with a V-thread to Instantaneous Coupling
Adaptor. (Note that Edinburgh Fire Brigade ran out
hose with the male coupling to the fire.)
Equipment Maintenance : Bob McKay.
Photography : John Walker.
George Gray Edinburgh Museum of Fire

Martin’s Cultivator Company, Stamford, Lincolnshire
William Edward Martin (c 1869-1928)
served his apprenticeship at James Ashton
& Sons, agricultural engineers and after became manager at Bayliss & Thackray’s iron
and brass foundry, both in Huntingdon. He
founded the Martin’s Cultivator Company,
agricultural and general engineers and
made many improvements in agricultural machinery design. In 1911 he
exhibited machinery at the Smithfield Club Show including potato
diggers and mowers. In 1914 he was manufacturing two stroke oil
engines of 10, 20 and 25 hp capacity. In the “Red Book” of 1917 an
international publication listing all manufacturers of Petrol, Commercial
and Agricultural Motors, Martin’s are listed as selling a self-contained
motor plough running on endless creeper tracks. This was at a time
when most ploughing was done by horse. In 1929 the company patented a tractor pulled self-lifting cultivator.
In the mid 1920’s the Company entered the field of road transport with
a motor chassis to carry a load of 30 cwt (1500 kg). This became the
basis of their motor fire engine in 1925 with a Dorman 4 cylinder 4 litre
45 hp petrol engine type 4 J.U.L and a patented valve less pump of their
own design rated at 250/300 gallons per minute. They also produced a
trailer pump using the same engine and pump.
The Dorman petrol engine had a bore of 100 mm and a stroke of 140
mm developing 45 hp at 1,600 rpm. The gearbox was manufactured by
Martin’s with four forward and one reverse gear. Single Goodrich
cushion tyres were fitted to the front with twin wheels and tyres at the
rear. The wheelbase was 10 ft-6 ins and a track of 4 ft-10 ins the body
was built from seasoned wood and carried 200 feet of hose. The hose
was a Martin’s patent, each half of the coupling being identical, so no
matter which way the hose was run out a connection could be made. A
25 gallon water tank was fitted feeding a 120 ft emergency hose with a
1 inch dia. nozzle. Accommodation was provided for 14 men, 8 on the
box, 2 on the driver’s seat, 2 on the engineer’s platform and 2 on the
running boards. The pump of Martin’s design had the appearance of a
twin rotary Wankel type engine. The rotors being at 180 degrees with a

clearance of 0.002 ins between the rotating lobes and the outer casing.
Allowing for a tolerance on the bore of the pump and the rotating lobes
this was no mean feat of engineering machining. On a dry test a
vacuum of between 28 and 32 ins of mercury was obtained. A rubber
diaphragm separated the two rotors which were on the same shaft.
Running at 600 rpm there were 1200 delivery strokes which evened out
the pulses in the water flow. The machine complete with fuel and water
weighed 2 tons 17 cwt (2,850 kg) and during a test 40 mph was attained
on a level road.
Equipment included 2 Minimax Frowave, 2 gallon chemical extinguishers, 2 Minimax auto hand pumps for petrol fires, a First aid box for 50
persons and a 30 ft telescopic (extending) ladder). The price was in the
region of £900. A Leyland motor fire engine of 40/50 hp was listed at
£850 in 1918.
Can any member do a comparison between the specification of this
machine and another make of the same period?
The first motor fire engine produced was supplied to Rothwell Urban
District Council, Northamptonshire in 1925 and is shown in the photograph. I know of no surviving examples of the Martin’s fire engine.

Rothwell U.D.C. Fire
Brigade 1925 with the
first Martin’s fire
engine produced

There are two trailer pumps in existence, one in the Mansfield Fire
Museum which was supplied to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire at
Hardwick Hall and one in Castle Ashby House, Northamptonshire, the
home of the Marquis of Northampton. About 30 years ago the Ford
Motor Company had large exhibition building at the house and Ford
apprentices overhauled the trailer pump to a running condition. Retained
fire fighters from the nearby Earls Barton Fire Station used to run the
pump but I have no information if this still continues.

The trailer pump in
Castle Ashby House
Northamptonshire

How did the Fire Engine and Trailer Pump perform?
In 1925 number of stacks of caught fire at a village near to Stamford
threatening the village. A trailer pump was drawn to the scene and in 19
hours it pumped 850,000 gallons of water up a steep incline through
2,000 feet of hose with 3 Y pieces and 5 branches. The total petrol
consumption was 39 gallons and the village was saved.
Thrapston, a small market town in Northamptonshire, had a volunteer
Fire Brigade recorded in 1804 and with its present retained station it is
one of the oldest volunteer brigades in the country. In 1926 the Parish
Council purchased a Martin’s trailer pump for £400. The pump was
towed to fires by the local iron foundry’s lorry. The pump was
demonstrated at Thrapston Workhouse in December 1926. Considering
how little it must have been used the trailer pump required the following
repairs from 1926 to 1939:
January 1932 a spare battery was ordered at £3-3s-8d.
July 1932 Mr. Martin (William’s son as William died in 1928) was
called to inspect the engine and unspecified repairs at £6-5s-0d were
ordered. Mr Martin’s inspection fee was £5-5s-0d which the Council
considered excessive and this was reduced to £4-4s-0d.
September 1932 repairs to the trailer pump cost 31-13s-3d and the
following spares were ordered, 2 Plugs @13-0, 1 Belt @ 6-9, 1 Valve @
7-11 and a hose @ 15-0.
September 1935 repairs and petrol cost £20-2s-6d. They attended several
large fires at this time outside the town and the majority of this
expenditure may have been for petrol.

September 1936 a new battery was ordered.
January 1932 a spare battery was ordered at £3-3-8d.
Looking at the list of spares ordered it would appear it was the Dorman
petrol engine that required the most attention.
In 1940 the pump was held in reserve following the reorganisation of
fire fighting.
Acknowledgements, Northamptonshire Archives, Rothwell Heritage Centre,
The retained fire fighters at Rothwell Fire Station, FIRE magazine November
1926. The Commercial Motor June 30 1925. Graces Guide to British
Industrial History. The Dorman Association, Roger Sinpson who is also
researching Martin’s

Phil Morris

The Fire Mark Circle

The M. G. Works Fire Engine.
The engine was built on an Austin chassis but badged as a Morris in
1959, due to the MG factory being located close to Oxford and the
centre of the BMC empire. Bodied by Miles of Gloucester and fitted
with Coventry Climax fire pump. I was told by Jim Simpson, chief
officer of the brigade, that he wanted a Dennis, truck but the company
wanted him to take an Austin Gypsy as most of the BMC owned
factories were being equipped and they could not be seen to be using
the rival Land Rover. Eventually Jim was offered the Austin chassis and
he accepted it as a compromise.
Recently I was sent a cutting from the MG car club magazine, Safety
Fast. This was written by Adrian Goodenough who was a retained firefighter at the factory. He writes that the only “serious”, fire that they
had at the factory was in the paint shop when the paint ovens caught
fire. With fuel lines melting, tyres catching alight and exploding, the
fire was becoming very serious. Due to the severity assistance had to be
called for from the Abingdon and Didcot fire brigade. Five cars were
completely destroyed and a further ten were badly damaged but later
repaired. Most of the firefighters had never been involved in a fire of
this magnitude, so they could be considered very brave.
Another incident involved a retired worker and fireman Cyril Cox.
Cyril had the freedom of the factory in his retirement. He kept horses in
a field next to the factory compound and he used a cycle to transport

feed to the animals. He would always wear overalls to keep his trousers
clean. One day it was raining hard and his overalls were soaked. When
he got back to the fire station he hung the wet overalls over a chair in
front of an electric fire. Cyril had to nip out to see someone and you can
guess what happened next! The bell’s went down and the retainers
rushed to the fire station only to find it burning, quite a surprise for
them. Cyril was never allowed to live it down.
My first connection with this appliance was when it was sent to
Coventry. There had been another reorganisation of the BMC group and
Alvis was brought into the organisation along with Jaguar, Guy Trucks
and Coventry Climax. The MG machine was dispatched to Alvis Aero
Engine Service Department, at Coventry Airport where it was parked
under some disused cycle sheds. The MG logo was covered with Alvis
stickers and the BMC rosettes were removed from the doors. At the
time I was driving a tipper truck and I used to pass the Alvis works
regularly on my way to the tip.
The appliance sat for quite some time until it was offered to the Midlands branch of the Fire Service Preservation Group, of which I was a
member. I volunteered to rally and look after the servicing of the
vehicle, as I had the mechanical knowledge to keep it safe and roadworthy. We were lucky in that we were able to gain permission to
garage the engine on West Midlands Fire Brigade premises, for some
time in the pump house of Canley fire station and in the former AFS
sheds at Foleshill Fire Station both in Coventry.
This led to a long and enjoyable time travelling all over the country and
even to Germany in this fire engine. The engine is now part of the
collection that used to be housed at Weedon Bec.
The vehicle was taken to the usual steam events and car rallies plus a
good number of fire engine events around the country. As the vehicle
was kept on West Midlands property we also had to attend their events
out of courtesy and as a thanks for their co-operation.
It was also taken down to Abingdon in 1999 to celebrate the 40th
anniversary of it being built and going into service. We met Jim
Simpson and gave him rides around the rally field; it was also an MG
car event. Jim Simpson lived until he was 100 years old. Something
special!

At the dockside
waiting to go to
Germany

In 1989 I attended an FSPG meeting in London and an invitation was
put out to take appliances over to Neumunster, which is north of
Hamburg close to Denmark. I took up the invitation and started to
prepare for the trip which was taking place in November 1990. In
March I had a setback when I had an Heart Attack but I fought my way
back to fitness and was ok to set off in the November. Sponsorship for
fuel was obtained from BP and more fuel was given to us by the organisers, the ferry was also subsidised. Ten vehicles went over to Germany
from the UK and at the event 19 nations were represented. Five days of
events were organised with everything from parades, dances, displays
and visits. This event took place just after the Berlin wall came down
and this allowed the Eastern Bloc countries to attend, so lots of their
memorabilia was floating around for swaps. Accommodation was on a
sliding scale, those from the Eastern bloc were sleeping on mattresses
on the floor of the sports hall, the British were housed in a Youth
Hostel, another group was located in Wagon Lits Sleeping Cars in the
railway sidings and the Swedish contingent were in a five star hotel.
It is good to see that the MG Works Fire Engine is still out there.
Some of the folk that
went to Germany,
including the late
Mick Paull, Ted
Pither, Storming
Norman and others.
Phil Consadine
Committee
Member

England’s First Limousine Fire Appliance
Darlington Corporation Fire Brigade had become progressive and
motorised during the 1920’s under the command of Captain John
Porritt who had joined the Brigade in 1904, progressing to driver and
then to take charge of the Brigade. All appliances were on pneumatic
tyres, including an International Tender with a New World style body,
by the mid 1920’s.
On 16th March 1928 Chief Officer William Unwin Spencer, who had
started his career with Liverpool Fire Brigade and then served as
Superintendent at Ripon and later Batley and Mirfield in Yorkshire,
was appointed by the Corporation to succeed Captain Porritt following
his untimely death in 1927 at the age of 46.
Darlington had been a full-time brigade since 1902 and moved into a
purpose built 4 bay station in 1904. Located at the northern tip of the
North Riding and to the south of the Durham Coalfields it covered the
largest square mile area of a single station County Borough right up
until Local Government Reorganisation in 1974. It included a wide
rural area with a number of country houses of which a number had
come to agreements with the Darlington Corporation to provide fire
cover as the only other full-time brigade at the time was operated by
the Durham and Northumberland Collieries Fire and Rescue Brigade.
Various RDC and UDC Volunteer Brigades operated within the area.
In 1934 it was recorded the Brigade covered an area from Bedale in
North Riding to Middleton in Teesdale in County Durham, hence it
was not unusual for turnouts to involve up to a 45 minutes drive in all
weathers to an outbreak.
The new Chief Officer was quick to notice the high volume of sickness
was linked to crews travelling some distance in bad weather and
suffering the consequences afterwards. To alleviate both the discomfort
to personnel and to reduce the number of days sickness lost, to the cost
of the Brigade, Chief Officer Spencer decided to develop a Country
Turnout Appliance providing comfort and protection to it’s crew so
they were able to provide the best service upon arrival after their
journey.
In Scotland, Edinburgh had purchased a Merryweather self-propelled,
side-mounted pump, fully-enclosed tender built in February 1931
which was demonstrated in front of the Council in March of that year.

Although purpose built this appliance was based more upon a Saloon
(van) type body with all equipment and crew having to access by rear
doors, even the suction hose was carried under slung beneath the roof
internally.

The Edinburgh 1931 Albion / Merryweather Tender
Therefore, Chief Officer Spencer started the link with Dennis Bros of
Guildford which was to last until 2013 with a Dennis fire appliance
serving in the Quaker Town, when he ordered on behalf of the
Corporation a Dennis new lowload designed chassis complete with a
rear mounted Dennis 350 / 600 GPM Turbine Pump from Dennis Bros,
Ref 21487, on the 15/12/1930, which Chassis No 7426 was supplied to
J. Rimmer & Co, 16, St Mary’s Place, Newcastle Upon Tyne on
19/03/1931. Works Production Order (WPO) 21487.
The enclosed type body was designed by Chief Officer Spencer on the
Pullman principle. It was built by local coach builder Mr J. Higgins of
Chestnut Street .
I was lucky enough to have received a letter along with photograph’s in
2000 taken by Mr T. Stephenson of Pudsey, who as an apprentice
worked on the appliance and can remember soaking the mahogany
panels to fix them to the pillars to form the curved bodywork. I also
spoke to former Chief Officer Spencer in the late 1970’s who told me
he was able to arrange with the North Eastern Railway’s North Road

Workshops to cast brass gunmetal from one of the Brigades old
steamers to form the casting for the suction tunnel plate at the rear of the
appliance. Hence a link to the heavy engineering industry, which had
built up in the market town since the birth of the railways in 1825 with
the opening of the Darlington and Stockton Railway, was able to be
included in the construction of this unique appliance.

Photographed showing its Country Tender guise with Trailer Pump
Accommodation included seating in the front for a driver and 2 officers
and up to 12 personnel sitting inside the rear compartment facing each
other in the New World pattern undercover. Once arrived there was no
need for the crew to re-enter as all equipment including 10 lengths of
hose in lockers on both sides along with standpipes and branches along
with hay forks and other tools were carried in the running board lockers
on both sides a further 12 lengths of hose were carried internally and
could be re stowed by the driver if necessary in the external lockers. 4
lengths of suction hose were carried in a central tunnel accessed from
the rear above the pump with a 30 ft Trussed Extension Ladder carried
aloft. A first aid tank and hose reel was also fitted, as with the previous
New World Tender. When used for Country Turnouts a Dennis trailer
pump of 1922 could also be towed to the outbreak to help supplement
water supplies ( a procedure that was still in place in the County Borough Brigade up until 1974 !)
A green Police warning light was fitted at the front to allow the Police
to identify the appliance when responding to a call; the radiator cap had
an arm & pick mascot as the other pre-war Corporation appliances had
fitted, linked to the Coat of Arms depicting the local industry. An
example survives and is on display in the town’s North Road Railway

Station ‘Head of Steam Museum’.
The appliance Registered
HN 7911 was demonstrated in
June 1931 in Darlington,
receiving National publicity and
acclaim as England’s first fully
enclosed pumping appliance. The
previous New World Tender was
earmarked to be converted into a
Prison Van. It replaced a 16 year
old Daimler 45ft escape carrier
which was to be converted into a
foam and rescue tender, making
the Brigade fleet of 4 motor
pumps, 2 motor tenders and 3
motor vehicles on the ambulance
side, quite an impressive fleet for
the day!

Rear of the appliance showing
the casting from a Steamer
around the suction stowage
The appliance served up until WW II passing into the NFS eventually
transferring to the Minister Acres NFS Training Centre off the A68 in
Northumberland.
Brett Clayton Teeside Airport Fire Engine Rally

And Finally

Phil Consadine receiving his Lifetime Achievement Award from Bob
Bonner at the February 2019 Committee Meeting.

